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Lasers used for everything
from supermarket price scan-
ning to eye surgery, now are
set to change the construc-
tion, large-scale manufactur-
ing, remote sensing and
defence industries.
A new NIST report on
Performance Analysis of
Next-Gen LADAR for manu-
facturing, construction and
mobility predicts ‘tremen-
dous’ applications for laser
detection and ranging, urging
a vigorous effort to create a
next-generation Ladar coffee-
cup-size device, with millime-
ter accuracy. “Results,” says
study director William Stone,
“could be comparable to the
advances achieved when
computers were first matched
with machinery.”
Ladar systems, which create
3D images of areas and
objects, have existed since
late ‘70s. Recent advances in
microchip lasers, optics,
MEMS and computers, have
increased Ladar’s speed of
data acquisition, range accura-
cy and reliability, as well as
reduced its size and costs.
It is now used to generate
topographic images, to survey
the depths of large bodies of
water, and as 3D documenta-
tion of construction, when
building plans are not avail-
able. Manufacturers also are
beginning to use Ladar as a
tool to recreate critical
machine components from
single examples.
NIST is testing Ladar as a
tool for remote management
of construction sites and for 
navigating unoccupied mili-
tary vehicles, which could
soon lead to collision-avoid-
ance advances for civilian
automobiles.To spur greater
industrial use, NIST is work-
ing to develop test objects
The undoubted Ladar market promise 
for Ladar performance stan-
dards so industry is confident
in laser scanning readings
and comparison of systems.
Other research includes
rapid, long-range automated
ID systems; remote scanning
& inventory of construction
materials; automated docking
systems for building cranes;
and basic research that
enables development of
miniature, high-res, low-cost,
next-G systems.
Web: www.bfrl.nist.gov/bfr-
news/NISTIR_7117_Final_Com
plete.pdf.
RTP tool vendor, Mattson
Technology Inc, is to acquire
Vortek Industries Ltd, a develop-
er of flash annealing technology
based in Vancouver, Canada.
David Dutton, Mattson presi-
dent & CEO said,“The syner-
gies from our combined
advanced ultra-shallow junction
development programs should
enhance our ability to acceler-
ate the development and deliv-
ery of advanced flash RTP solu-
tions and make further gains in
the market.”
Vortek Flashfire uses a high-
energy arc lamp technology
and has millisecond flash-
assisted RTP annealing.
Mattson has a dual-sided wafer
heating technology in its
tools.With the addition of
Vortek’s technology, Mattson
will be able to broaden its
product portfolio to encom-
pass a full range of advanced
RTP applications, including
low-temperature NiSi, as well
as low-pressure, atmospheric
and flash anneal.
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